
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vietnam Motorbike Tour Asia are the the experts in Vietnam motorbiking adventure, with wide selection of motorbike tours North 

Vietnam, Central Vietnam and Ho Chi Minh Trail motorbike tours - and the newest of Honda trail bikes. We are "One-Stop Shop" for 

safe, reliable and fun motorcycle touring around Vietnam. Contact us today, we together design best motorbike tours in Vietnam that 

you'll remember with pleasure all your life! 

 

Vietnam Motorbike Tours – Happiness from the routes. No matter what you are going to get through, the basic happiness of 

motorcycle tours in Vietnam is the feeling of riding and conquering every route. Packing everything on the back of motorbike, 

equipping all the necessary protecting clothes and cheering up your spirit; you are ready for the trip of a lifetime. Passing by the vast 

forest, the soaring mountain and the enormous valleys in northern Vietnam; you can fully understand the joy of achieving the road. 

Listen to the sound of the wind, smell the aroma of young rice and take a look at the children curiously waving their hand at you; you 

have felt the motorbike trip in the perfect way. 

List List List 
Hanoi Motorbike Tour To Countryside 1 
Day 
Mai Chau Motorbike Ride – 2 Days 
Short North Vietnam Motorbike Tour – 3 
Days 
North Vietnam Motorbike Tour – 4 Days 

Best Motorbike Tour North Vietnam – 9 
Days 
Sa Pa Motorcycle Tour – 5 Days 
6 Day Motorcycle Ride To Sa Pa 
6 Day Motorbike Ride To Ha Giang 
Vietnam Motorbike Ride To Sa Pa & Ha 
Giang – 8 Days 

Great Ho Chi Minh Trail Motorcycle Tour – 
9 Days 
Best Motorbike Tour Ho Chi Minh Trail – 
11 Days 
Unique Vietnam Motorbike Tour Ho Chi 
Minh Trail – 11 Days 
Discover Northern Vietnam By Motorbike – 
11 Days 

Phu Yen is the next stop in the motorbike tour today. Although the distance is not far, we can see many picturesque landscapes and 

rustic villages of ethnic groups. Before arriving to Moc Chau Plateau, our motorbike crew will be lead through the rugged and narrow 

roads to experience the village landscapes and the panorama of huge mountains. 

Lunch is ready for you in Moc Chau. In the early afternoon, the Vietnam motorbike tours to the Northwest will cross the Da river to 

Phu Yen town. Those moments are so fantastic because you can relax and watch the nature on the bank of river. The wind is so 

cooling and the water is as clear as crystal. 

 

 

Expert at Vietnam Motorbike Tours including detailed riding information about everything you need to know about motorbike tours 

in Vietnam. Guides to planning your motorbike trip including where to ride in Vietnam, When is the best time to travel Vietnam by 

motorbike. Based in Hanoi, North Vietnam, we are doing best to offer the motorbike tours of your lifetime! There are so many 

motorbike tour companies that organize motorbike tours in Vietnam, especially North Vietnam and Ride Ho Chi Minh Trail. 

Motorbike Tours In North Vietnam could be the best choice, everywhere surrounded by high hills and spectacular mountain, you also 

can try many off-road riding areas. All of that riding terrains are awaiting for your visit. 

Vietnam is such a incredible destination with a variety of amazing sites and sound. While it is comfortable and relatively safe to travel 

Vietnam by car, you are absolutely for sure big lack of the raw experience that only a Vietnam motorcycle tours can offer! 

 

 

Vietnam Motorbike Tours 
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The Vietnam’s leading Motorcycle Tour Operator based in Hanoi – North Vietnam. 

The company was formed by Alan Chien. 

We have been in business for more than 6 years. Our objective is set to run high quality organised motorcycle holidays inVietnam 

with the best Japanese bikes and best price. 

We are Vietnam Motorbike Tour Company based in North Vietnam and we are able to organise a wide range of Vietnam motorbike 

tours through out of Vietnam that offer something for everyone regardless of their motorbike touring experience. 

 

Our head office is in the capital city of Vietnam, Hanoi. Come and ride motorcycle in Vietnam by taking one of our Vietnam 

motorbike tours that designed by experienced team of creative motorbike enthusiastic, who always willing to create & discover new 

exciting motorcycle routes in the motorcycle tours for the dirt bikers with off-road riding experience, where are less touristy & 

completely a surprise Vietnam motorbike tours packages, offers various interesting activities on motorbike tours to bikers who is 

coming for motorcycle adventure tours in Vietnam. The experienced Vietnam Motorbike Ride Team are dedicated to providing 

personal, friendly service, with rich insights into the best roads/ routes to ride motorbike in Vietnam, and ensure that you return 

home with only the best guided Vietnam Motorbike Tours’ memories. 

On all of our Vietnam Motorbike Adventure Tours we maintain a high standard of service and attention to detail. Through 

meticulous itinerary planning, careful preparation, thorough staff training and attention to our clients’ needs, we deliver a 

comfortable, safe, fun and enriching travel experience every time when you travel Vietnam by motorbike. 

 

 

In order to provide better quality Vietnam Motorbike Tours, we limit the number of bikes to 6 per guide ( can be arranged bigger 

groups for VIP motorcycle tours Vietnam, Vietnam Motorbike Tours Top Gear with extra guide upon your special inquiry, mechanic 

and support vehicle to make sure that we have enjoyable & fun motorbike tours ). This allows us to guide each tour day-by-day, 

turn-by-turn and in the evenings provides us a with much more relaxing and enjoyable social atmosphere after great motorbike 

riding in Vietnam at day time. 

Although, we are in the motorcycle touring business in Vietnam, our Vietnam Motorcycle Tours are not only focused on riding. We 

use motorbikes as a mode of transportation, but once we arrive at our destination, depending on what might be available in the 

area, we try to arrange various different activities. These may include visits to local tourist attractions such as local hill tribe families, 

castles, caves, historic sites and monuments, national parks, or we might even go trekking, mountain hiking in Northern Vietnam, 

walking or join a boat trip on the beautiful lakes such as Ba Be lake and Thac Ba lake in the North of Vietnam. All fun stuff to make 

sure we have an unforgettable Vietnam motorbike tours when riding with us, the trip of your lifetime. 

Are you standing in the crossroad of many choicesof touring in Vietnam- a fabulous country, filled with stunning landscapes, 

welcoming people and a treasure trove of pungent herbs and secret spices? I am sure that you have carefully found out about the 

country destinations as well as consulted some feedbacks of the travelers experiencing the country before. Did they share any 

regrettable or missing things due totheir lack preparation? If you still have some question marks about how can you have a good 

preparation in order to get the best experience insuch a beautiful country, the Vietnam Motorbike Tours, a leading dedicated 

Motorbike Tour company of Vietnam is right here to give you- motorcyclists should-do’s for their nowhere-to-be-found travel 

experience. 

 

Phone: + 84985333066; Tel: +84945918688 

sales@offroadindochina.com | http://vietnammotorbikeride.com 

 

Centrally located Hanoi office 

Group Sizes & Guiding 
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